Roadmap to Bisexual Inclusion
Easy Read Version
Summary:

The Roadmap to Bisexual Inclusion is divided in six sections. Each section
has some text inside the road and its own sign. When read in order, the
sections are:
- Meadow of Bi Inclusive Language (text inside the road: “Inclusion is
looking for the right words…”)
- Forest of Assumptions (text inside the road: “…letting go of our
assumptions…”)
- Bridge of Knowledge (text inside the road: “…bridging the gaps in our
understanding…”)
- Chasm of Bi Needs (text inside the road: “…collecting the right
information for the right purpose…”)
- Mountain Range of Discrimination (text inside the road: “…dealing with
multiple sources of discrimination…”
- Crashing Waves of Biphobia, Fog of Invisibility and Lighthouse of
Visibility (text inside the road: “…and celebrating our diverse identities.”)
The text on the road reads together as: “Inclusion is looking for the
right words, letting go of our assumptions, bridging the gaps in our
understanding, collecting the right information for the right purpose,
dealing with multiple sources of discrimination and celebrating our
diverse identities.”
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Detailed description:

At the bottom left corner, five small roads lead into one big road.
The road leads up featuring the text “Inclusion is looking for the right words…”,
surrounded by blue, pink and purple flowers with the sign “Meadow of Bi
Inclusive Language” above.
The road then curves right and down featuring the text “…letting go of our
assumptions…” as it goes through a dense purple pine forest. The sign for this
section is “Forest of Assumptions”. There are three people sitting on a blue
blanket (two are pink, one is purple). There is also a little person sitting on a
fence.
The road continues down and along the bottom of the page and over a
waterfall with the text “…bridging the gaps in our understanding…”. The river
flows from the forest of assumptions to this waterfall where the bridge over it
is labelled “Bridge of Knowledge”.
The road then turns up and over a large crack in the landscape labelled “Chasm
of Bi Needs”. The text on the road for this part reads “…collecting the right
information for the right purpose…”.
The bottom right hand corner of the page has a sign held up by a dragon. The
sign reads “Here be Dragons”.
The next section of the road, heading up to the top of the page reads “…dealing
with multiple sources of discrimination…” which leads through some purple
peaked mountains, signposted as “Mountain Range of Discrimination”.
The final section of the road heads past a foggy patch to the right labelled “Fog
of Invisibility”. On the left side is a pink “Lighthouse of Visibility” perched on
purple rocks battered by “Crashing Waves of Biphobia”. A sea monster swims
towards it from the left side.
On this final section the text reads “…and celebrating our diverse identities.”
The destination is a small house hoisting the bi and trans flags. The house
is surrounded by pink and blue trees and bushes, with two happy people to
celebrate the end of your journey.
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